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We introduce you
to the future of
racket sports

Systempadel
PADDLE, the new social enjoyment
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The solution to
optimization and
innovation of your
sports and leisure
facilities
Our experience as professional
advisors in the world of padel makes it
possible for us to find

The advantages of padel
U 4 players, a socializing and group sport
U An optimal sport for all ages and types
U Courts of easy construction or transformation (from tennis to
padel), both need a total of 200 m 2
U Economical installation
U In countries where it has been established it has had a
tremendous growth and acceptance (e.g. Spain: there are
about 2 million practitioners, with the prediction of doubling
this figure in the next 5 years)

new establishment. We find a new way
of doing business, being either if it is a

Padel represents a sports,
leisure and social change

tennis club, a sports center, a hotel, or

In the last years padel has suffered a gradual popularization of

a leisure center, etc. We optimize your

its practice. Padel is an economical sport, enjoyable and easy

installations and at the same time, we

to play whether you are a beginner or a champion. You can
practice at at any age and it is very popular among women.

offer more services for users and new

dynamic and
innovative image.

offers you
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optimal

solutions to help your current or

SYSTEMPADEL

clients, giving a

The padel court
The game takes place inside a 10-meters wide and 20-meter
long court. The floor is made of concrete with artificial turf or
grass covering and the walls are made of a combined
structure of glass and metal mesh.
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